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The CCITT is currently in the process of defining traffic engineering practices for 
packet switched networks : question 12/11 for the £ommon £hanne~ ~ignalling Hetwork (CCSN) , 
question 17/11 for·the B-ISDN (ATM). 

All these networks pose a difficult problem : that of evaluating how the arrival 
process to a local link is deformed by its passage via a lan:!e number of upstream links 
(assimilated here to single server queues). The simple traditional "product form" theory, 
allowing a decomposition of the network, is not strictly valid. It assumes that an internal 
arrival process is adequately defined by its arrival epochs. In fact, it is also necessary to 
take account of the position of the arrivals in the upstream busy period to which they belong_ 
The reasons for this are analysed in (1]. ' 

In order to be able to consider more general traffic assumptions, we introduced a new 
,method at the last ITC [2] : instead of considering a packet to be offered successively to tha 
links of the considered path, we take it to be offered simultaneously to these links on 
introducing the concept of the product function of "useful" service times. There arises a 
branching process of exogenous packets arriving during the current upstream service time of an 
endogenous packet. These exogenous packets can delay the endogenous packet in the downstrea. 
considered link and lead to additional downstream delays. due to other exogenous packet. 
arriving during their own service time. In (3), we showed how this branching process generata. 
a supplementary local interference delay which is generally small but can become significant 
in case of upstream overload. with the usual method of Characterising an arrival proce •• 
uniquelY by its arrival epochs the influence of lengthening the upstream busy period (due to 
the overload) could not show up the influence of this upstream overload on the local 
downstream delay. This usual approach leads to the "product form" and the network 
"decomposition-aggregation" technique. In (3) we analysed the consequences of this interfe
rence delay giving particular attention to influence of long messages on the delay of short 
messages : in the endogenous traffic~ including exogenous streams joining it along the path, 
short messages tend to agglutinate behind long messages which then progress more easily. This 
phenomenon is only significant in case of upstream overloads. 

In the absence of such overloads, and if the endogenous traffic is low, each link 
behaves like a G/G/l queue where, however, it is necessary to correctly account for tha 
disturbance to arrival processes due to the passage via upstrean links. In fact, it will ba 
necessary to add some supplementary local waiting times taking account of some drifts in th. 
busy periods. 

In [2] and [3], we considered the simplest case where packets have the same constant 
length and thus constant service times. In the present paper we consider the general case of 
variable service times, firstly with Poisson arrivals and then with regenerative arrivals to 
take account of the bursty nature of the traffic. . 

, After introducing assumptions and notation (section 2), we first present the simpla 
case' of an isolated single server Gi/G/l (section 3) in order to illustrate the influenc. of 
the busy period size generating function, this function appearing (appropriately modified) in 
a characterization of appropriately defined traffic superpositions within the network. . 

In section " (+ Annex A), we outline our method using the concept of the product 
function of "useful" service times and we give the solution to the general integral equation 
of the system (Annex A). In section 5 , we study traffic superposition and we deduce the local 
waiting time distribution. 

In section 6, we 'apply to the usual highly meshed telecommunication networks. Finally, 
in section 7 we present some experimental verifications by simulatiori, proving the existenca 
of "drifts" in the busy periods. ' 

The theoretical calculations require the use of Cauchy integration in the complex 
plane (method of Pollaczek) but, to derive practical results, they are mainly relying on the 
determination of local mean delays and variance which give a good estimate of the slope of 
local and overall waiting time distributions. 

2. ASSOMPTIONS AND NOT~TION 
2.1 The Network 
We consider queues due to the successive links (- servers) and we assume that bufferl 

are sufficiently large to be able to neglect their influence. s~I~ice discipline in each node 
is first come first served so that the output order of packets lS practically the same as the 
input order :'th~ virtual circuit principle is respected, at least .for packets or cellSi of ~. 
same burst. We may assimilate a node, with n processors (service t1me : e ) operating n t a 
sharing, to a single server (service time : e /n) • 

Each packet ' passes by m suCcessive links and we assume the network to be initially 
~ The path of the packet is denoted by 1 or l(i, j) where i and j represent the input an~ 
output nodes, respectively. We seek to evaluate the successi"l! delays of an "endogenous 
packet along its path. This path is also referred to as "endogenous" and is denoted 10 or 
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lo(lm). As the endogenous stream proceeds it can interfere ~'ith "exogenous" streams arriving 
at iink i and leaving path 10 just after link j : such a stream is denoted 1 (i, j) although i 
and j here denote links on the endogenous path and not network input and output nodes. In 
general, there will be no risk of confusion. 

2.2 Service times 

We denote by T~ [l(i, j)] the random service time of the nth packet on link k for 
stream l(i, j). When there is no risk of confusion we will simply write T~ (1) and, for the 
endogenous stream, T* (10 ). For a general network (of single servers) we assume ~ 
independence between service times and arrival processes. but not necessarily between 
successive service times of the same call, in case of batch arrivals. 

In the case of a packet switched network, where all links have the same bit rate, we 
write : T~ (1) - Tn (1), the service time being independent of the link k but dependent on the 
stream 1. Let: [ ] 

E eXD - zT~(I) = ~k(Z; 1) (2.1) 
where E is the expectation operator and for a packet network: r (z ; 1). 

2.3 Arrival processes 

We assume the arrival processes are independent and regenerative to account for the 
possible bursty nature of arrivals. Let ~o (z ; 1) be the characteristic function of arrival 
intervals at the network input for stream 1 and let tl and o-a2 be the mean and variance of 
the intervals for (lo)~ " 

We first consider the case of Poisson arrivals for all streams : 
E exp [-ZYn-.1 = ~O(Z: In} = ~ (2.2) 

Y 
A.+Z 

where n-l is the (n - 1) th endogenous arrival interval between arrivals (n - 1) and n, 
"and Al :: ill (m) is the density of endogenous arrivals which continue along the endogenous 
path to the m eh l~nk. 

We introduce the following notation for the various arrival densities (k - 1 ••• m, i -
1. •• m, i ~ k) : " 

~
- Ak(i) " : density at link k of exogenous arrivals mvlng the endogenous path (10 ) il.lG 
after link i (i ~ k)i m " 

- k Ak(;;~J) = ~Ak(i): density at link k of exogenous arrivals offered to link J (:J~k)i 
- Ak(i) = ~ACI(i) : i- J m density at link k of arrivals leaving path (10 ) just after link;' (~k), 

.,.- 1 A "(~J) = ~Ak(i>= density at link k of (endogenous and exogenous) arrivals " 
- k 7 I ~ J offered to link J (J ~ k) ; 
- Ak = Ak(~k) : total arrival density" at link k. 

Fig 1 - Network of queues 

Figure 1 illustrates the" endogenous path (10) with the different "traffic streams. 
2.4 LoatSs 

To denote offered loads we write : 

- " Qt'" Dt(i). T![I(k.i)] exogenous load offered to linlc k ; • I., ) 
_ Qt(J) _ Dt(i) . T~[I(k.i) J exogenous load offered to link k and then to link J (.T~ I<. ; 

1·1 8
1
.1" - ± :tMa) . T~['<i.a)l load offered to link k joining the path atter link j (f<.~); 

•• I-J •••• II 

at - L LMa) . T![1(i.~) I " total offered load at link k r 
. • •• _.tat(]) - ± ±>..(a) . 1': [I(i.a) I load offered to link k from G"treams whose packets reach 1~nk J 

(k::: I) . I-I •• J 

We have the following relation 

2.5 waiting times 

We denote by w~ the local waiting time of the nth endogenous packet (10) at link k. 
Let: .. 

4>.<z • ••. z,.) = E exp( - ~z,w~ • 4>o(z •... z",) • 1 ; 
•• 1 

In the case of stationary limit we write 

4> .. (z ••• , z,. ; x) = L4>.(z ••.• z",) • x· • Ixl < I .-0 
Um (I - x) . 4> .. (z ••.. z,. ; x) ... 4> .. (z •••• z",) 

x-I 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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3. THE SINGLE SERVER OUEUE ( GI/G/1) 

3.1 The GIIGll queue without priority 

We have the following formula due to Pollaczek [4] = 

~(z ; x) = Exp l~· r log (I - x'Po( - U)'P'(U») . ~J 
211"1 J.o (z-u)u (3.1) 

with: 0 < R (u) < R (z). The integral is a Cauchy integral in the complex plane u taken over 
a straight line just to the right of the imaginary axis from the bottom to the top. We assume 
the server load to be less than 1. 

Let (3 i (i - 1. •• s) denote the singularities of G> Q (-u) for R (u) > o. Assuming 
these singularlt~es are poles and are finite in number we can ~r~te : 

{ 

4>lz; X) - A(z; x). J(z; x). A(z; x) _ J • (n:., ~ '\ . 
[ 

. J - x'Po( - z)'P,(z) 11.-;) 

J(z ; X} - Exp ~. r log ( J - x'Pg( - U)'P'(U») .~) ] ) 
211'1 Jc: \ (z-u u 

(3.2) 

where C is a straight line just to the right and parallel to the imaginary axis and such that 
R (u) > R (z), the poles of '?~being excluded (in the integral). 

J (z, x) is, in fact,e generating "function (in x) of the size (in number of packet. 
served) of the busy period : it is this function which appears for a superposition of traffic 
streams within the network. 

3.2 Approximate expression for J CE : x) 

The function J(z : x) is of great importance in the study of networks detailed below. 
We are essentially intlrested in evaluating mean delays (and variances) so that only small 
values of z (in modulus) are significant. It is therefore unnecessary to derive exact 
expressions which would lead to complicated calculations and hide certain simple rules concer-

'ning traffic superposition. Furthermore, the need to account for equipment failures impose. 
network dimensioning for a heavy load. We therefore introduce the following approximations in 
expressions (3.~) : 

oM -z) - Exp ( -zt, + cr .. ~) - ),,),~z . Exp [(a!.-tD~] .)" =r.. c, = 0.,1 t, (3.3) 

4. HEW METHOD lOR OUEUEING NETWORKS 

4.1 The product function of "useful" service times 

For the time being, we assume that exogenous traffic streams are poiss?n and that the 
endogenous stream interarrival times are regenerative with character~stic function 

cP (z: 1 ). At the last ITC [2], we saw in formula (8) that in a tandem queue, the 
impo~tant qu'lmtity for evaluating the waitinq times is not the service time at a stage but 
rather the "useful service time" : Bn.tlZt , Zt+ I ; 1) = Exp ( - ztT~_,(l) + Zt+ ,T~(l) ] (4.1) 

Rather than considering a " tandem queue as a succession of G/G/1 servers it is more 
correct to say that a customer request an overall service characterized by the product 
function of "useful" service times : 3C ( 1) nm B (1) (4.2) ________ -- - ---- - I.m ZI ••• Zm; = t-. n.t Zt, Zt+l; 

For a network with constant serv ice times, we introduced recurrence relations (13) 
defining a branching process for V - j, j-1, ••• , k : f XJJ(z, ; I) - Ex. [ - Tl_ ,(I) • z, J ' X,J(z, ... z, ; I) - X,,,,(z..., ... z, ; I) . :O •. .<z, ... z, ; I) , 

t .. ,(Z, ••• z, ; I) - Ex. [ - T: - ,(I) . z, + T:(I) • z," - T:(I) • ,~,~, ,,(a) [I - le."., (z." ... z, ; 1(. + I ,a») ] 1 (4.3) 

with zi - 0 for i > do. • 
Exogenous traffic streams 1 ( ~ + 1, cI..) generate a branching process resulting from the 

fact that, during an upstream service time of stream (1), other exogenous packets belonging to 
traffic streams 1 ( V + 1, 0( ) arrive downstream, are served first and create a further 
disturbance for the flow of stream (1). 

When the service times T~ (1) are mutuallv independent random variables, applying the 
expectation operator to expressio~ (4.3) gives new recurrence relations: 

liJJ(zJ ; 1) = IPJ(zJ ; 1» Ht.J(zt ••• zJ ; 1) = IPJ(zJ ; 1) • n~:~ Dn.> (Z •••• ZI ; 1) , 

Dn .• (z .... zJ ; 1) = 1P.(z. ; 1) . IP. f -Z.+ 1+ ± ~>+ I(a). [1- H.+ I.a (z>+ I ... za ; 1(11 + 1 , a»)] ; 1 1 
(4.4) 

t a- .+I j 
In particular, fortndogenous stream (10 ), we thus define the function H1, m (Z1·· Zm~ 

and the other functions or relations : 
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[ Hk,{ Zk .. , Zj ; I(i,a) J = Hl,a [ZI = 0 , 0 ... 0 , Zk ... Zjt 0 ... 0 , Za = 0 ; I(i,a)] , 

l HkJ[Zt ... Zj ; I) = 'Pt(Zt ; I) . HtJ(O , Zk+ I .. . Zj ; 1) , H',m(z, ... Zm ; 10) = H.,k(Z, ... Zt ; ID) . Ht,m(O , Zt+ .... Zm ; 10> 
(4.5) 

When the variables TX (1) are not mutually independent, (4.3) allows us to write: 

H •. ,(z,. ••• z, ; I) - E exp [ -~ T; _,(I) . z. + % T;(I). [z ... -.~ ,~ ... (a). [1- H •• , .• ( z.., ... z.; 1(,+ I ,a») ] ] } (4. 6j 

In the case of packet traffic with the same bit rate on all links, we have the 
following simplifications : , ] 

T~(l) = T(l), [Hk,J(Z,,, z; 1)]z_o = T(I). [1 + ek+l( J)] ... [1 + eJ( J) , 

H,,(O ... 0 , ".; 1)1,., = T(I) . II + Q ... ( J)] ... [I + Q,_ ,( J)]. Q,( J) 
(4.7) 

(4.8) 

where, by the definitions in section 2.4, f. k (J) is the exogenous load offered successivelY 
to links k (arrival of the packets) and J, with f J (J) - f J' 

4~2 Joint distribution ot successive local waiting times 

with the notation of section 2.5, in the Annex A we give this joint distribution tor 
the endogenous packets of traffic stream (1

0
) in the present case of Poisson exogenous 

arrivals and regenerative endogenous arrivals. Firstly, due to the great number of traffic 
streams, we may suppose that the local waitin9 time is practically independent ot the upstream 
serv~ce t~mes. Introduce the follow~ng funct~ons for j = 1 ••• m, k = 1 ••• m (j ~ k), takIng 
account of (4.4) or (4.6) m [ ] 

{ 

Yj(Uj ; Uj+ I ... Ut ; Zk+ .... Zm) = uj - ~Aj(a) . 1- Hj,a (Uj ... Uk , Zk+' ... Za : IU,a») , 
a- k 

Nt(u, ... Ut; Zt+ .... zm; Yt+l) = l-Yt+, . 1{J0( -u.). H.,t(u, ... Uk; ID) = I-x . l{Jo( -U.). H"m(u, ... Ut, Zt+1 ... Zm; 10> 
(4.9) , 

where we have used the third relation of (4.5) with: Yt+1 = x. Ht.m(O, Zt+I'" Zm; 10) (4.10) 

Now introduce the following function, for k = 1 ••. m : 

t(Zt,Zt+ ... ·Zm,y - j-'~ ' -. logN,(u. ut·Zt. z",'Y) 
2'J1'1 +oUj-Vj+I(UJ +I;Uj+l ... Ut;Zt+""zm) 2'J1'i +0 (Zt-t:,)ut ' ... , + ... , ) {Q

' . ) - (nt -
, 1 J ~uJ )( 1 J 'Zkd:J,) 

with: IYI< 1 ,O<R(ut)< ... <R(u,), R(vj+,)<R(uj), R(ut»R(zt), ny_, !ii 1 , (+.11) 
t~e singularities of Nk , for R(Uj) > 0 (j = 1. .• k), being excluded in the integration. 
F~nally, for k = 1... m;- let : 

Vk(Zk; Zk+I'" zm; x) =EXP[ -Qk(Zk; Zk+1 ... z",; xHk,m(O, Zk+I'" Zm; 10)] (4.12) 

In this expression we have Hk m" 1 for k = m. with notation (2.4) and (4.9>' the 
Annex A allows us to state with the assumptions ICf (oo)/~o /(D·(Oo, e )/=0 /b · /1JO ·1)/-O '-1' • 

Cl I,. J I D I)J \' It. - J J - ... ""'. 
Theorem 1 (Joint distribution ot successive waiting times> 

[

In the case of regenerative endogenous arrivals and Poisson exogenous arrivals, we 
have for a great number of traffic streams handled in each link : 

~ (z 7' x) = ~ [Z . x H (0 7_ Z'I)] nm Vt(Zt; Zt+1 ... Zm; x) m I· .. ..",' I I, I,m, --z ... m' 0 • t - % 

( ) 
(4.13) 

. Vk_1 Vt(Zk;Zk+I",Z~);Zk"'z",;X 
IF For the stati.on,ary limit, we simply let x ... 1 for R (zi) > 0, i - 1. •• m, except tor 
Ym where we take the 1 ~m~ t : Lirn (1 - x) V m(Zk ; Zk + I ... z", ; x) 

x-I 
In the following we restrict our attention to the stationary limit. 

5. THE LOCAL QUEUE 

5.1 study ot Y k 
The poles ui (uk) relative to the denominators of inte:gral (4.11) are defined by the 

following recurx;ence'relations, for j - k - 1, k - 2, ••• 1: Uj=Vi +I(Uj +l ; Uj+%'" Uk ; Zk+I'" z",) (5.1) 
Express~ons (4.5) and (4.6) give for these values of u' (uk) : 

( , '( J 

{ 

Hj,a uj . .. Ut; Zk+'''' za; I(j,a») = (3j,k Ut; I(j,a») . Ht,a{ 0, Zt+ .... za; I(j,a») 

. Il, .• (u. ; I) = E exp [~( T;(I) - T;_ ,(I») • u.(u.)- T:_ ,(I) . u. ] (5.2, 
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Adding equations (5.1) for j, j + 1, ••• , 
the expression : 

k - 1, and taking account of (5.2) we deduce 

uj(uJ = ult - ± ~~(cx). [1 - Ylt,a . 131,It (UIt ; l(i,CX»)] , 
l-j+1 a-It 

We only consider the case zi ~ 0 (i ~ k). We then have 
zi given of small modulus and, for variable uk of small modulus 

Uj(UIt) ..... u lt . [1- ± ~Mcx). T~_I [1(i,CX)]] =(1-aj,.). U. 
l-j+1 a-. 

(5.3) 

- 1. Therefore, for 

(5.4) . 

Note that ~;. k_is the load offered to link k from streams joining the path after link 
j for j < k (sectio~). Expression (5.2) becomes: 

ill ,,( u, ; I) = E exp [u, [ ~ ( T;(I) - T;_ .(1») . (I - a.,,) - n- .(1)] ) (5.5) 

since the · poles u; (uk)' for ,ukJ small, are close to the origin, we can slightly 
modify the integration contour in (4.11) to pass within their neighbourhood while remaining 
distant from any other singularities in the Uj planes (j < k). Expression (4.12) for ~ k 
becomes : 

[ -1) z~du. ] 

with 
case 

V.(z. ; Y , Y'.a) = Exp -2. logN.(u, ; Y , Y.,J • ( _ ) 
11"1 +0 z, U, u, 

(5.6) 

R (uk) > R (zk). This function is analogous to function J (z : 
of an isolated server. We write approximately: 

x) given by (3.2) in the 

N,(u,; Y, Y'.a) = l-y . f/JOl-u.(U,); 10] ./Mu,; 10):OS l-y. A.~U' . ",,(u~). 
A •• "',(u,) ~ Y • ~.(m) . IMu, ; 10) + ± ~Y'.a • ·Ma) • fjl.' (u, ; I(i,a») • At = ~.(m) + ± ~~(a) • 

1-1 a-' 1-1 a-. 
(5.7) 

fj.(u, ; 10) = fj •.• (U, ; 10) • Exp [(1- aU )1 • (cf - 1)(l.)l . ~] 
where we have used expression (3.3) and where the poles of (0 0 are excluded in integral 
(4.11). J 

5.2 Traffic Buperposition 

Expressions (5.7) allow us to deduce results for bursty endogenous traffic from the 
case of Poisson arrivals. We note that the unique root of Nk [2nd expression in (5.7»), for 

R(Uk) > 0, defines the busy period of the GIGl1 server corresponding to (5.6). This busy period 
. sees the different traffic streams in the same way so that we can extend approximations (5.5) 
and (5.7) for ~k to the other bursty exogenous streams (1) generating the busy period: 

, , ) . /l,(u, ; I) = /l.,,(u, ; I) , Exp [ (!-a.,,(I»)' . ( q(l)-l) , (i. (I)) , , i] . 
1 /l.,(u, ; I) = E cxp I u, [~( T;(I) - T; • • (I)) (1- '.,0(1)) - T! •• (I) Il (5.8) 

by neglecting the influence of the 3rd cumulant of the arrival intervals. 
Quantities a ~ k (1) relate to stream 1 : A-V (1) is the load offered to link k 

o t e 0 0 ts e n 0 the ne wor • Link ., - 1 ia 
the link at which stream (1) enters the network. Quantities Cl (1) and 1 (1) correspond to 
this link. By extension of (5.7), we can now define the characteristic function ~ k of the 
equivalent overall service time : . A •. ",.(u.) = ~y.(I) . ~(I) . fj.(Uk ; I) 

I '\ \ ') (5.9) 
where, for the endogenous traffic stream (10 ), we have used: ~(lo) - ~l (m); Al (j)20 

for j < m, Yk (10 ) . - y. We write now: 
. • I [ ] 

SIt_I(o;l) = ~ l-a.,.(1) T~(l);D. _ I(o-l ;1) = S._1(0;1)-St_I(0-1 ;1) (5.10) .-1 
In the preceding formulae (e.g. formulae 5.8), we have inserted Dk- 1 in service times 

to easily deduce soma traffic superposition rule. But it is better to use some waiting time 
parameters instead of the function Vk whiCh relates to idle period psrameters. 
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. 5.3 The use at Uk . 
In the Annex A ~ introduce a certain function Uk (z~ : x) defined by (10 a), (11 a) 

and (12 a). It corresponds to the expressions (4.12) and (5.6) of Vk , taking account ot (5.7) 
~nd (5.9), but with R. (uk) < R (zk) instead ot R (uk) > R (zk)' Toe use of this function U 

f ealdls .to the expressl.on (14 a) equivalent to (4.13). In oeher words we may propose thl 
o oWl.ng theorem. 

Theorem 2 - (Joint distribution ot successive waiting times) 

I~ the same con~itions as in theorem 1, now including (as an approximation) 
regeneratl.ve exogenous arrl.vals, we have the equivalent expression : 
. . Ut [Zt ; xHt .... (O , Zu .... z". ; 10) ] 

c/lm(z,,,,z,,.;x) = U.[Z.:xH.,m(0.Z2 ... z".:lo)] .1H'-2 (5.11) 

Ut _. [Vt(Zt: zu •..• z..,); xHt_ .... (O, Zt .•• z...; 10)] 

where Uk is defined by the expression (5.6) including now the poles of ~ in the integral 
and witK R (uk) < R (zk)' taking account of (4.9), (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9). J 0 

For the stationary limit, we let x = 1, on condition that we write : 

c/lm(Z •..• z...} = Lirn (l - x) c/I.(z •••• z. ; x) ; UtlzJ = Lirn (l - y) • Ut(Zt ; y) 
&-1 ,-I 

(5.12) 

5.4 The mean local waiting time (Poisson arrivals) 

In (5.11) we write zl - •••. - zm-1 - 0, and we derive for zm - o. We deduce for x - 1: 
Ut _. [Zt-. ; xHt_ ..... (O, Zt .•• Z. ; 10> J [ ] ' 

~'\. «( ) 8 t _.(rn) -
--"Tl\t rn). Ht .• 0 ... 0, z.; I(k, rn) . ---. Ut _. 

[ 
~ .. -0 8 t _. 

(5.13) 

~-. vt(Zt; Zu .... z..,) ; xHt_ •. m(O, Zt ... Z. ; Io)J 

uk- 1 is th~ mean value of the waiting time Uk- l (n), in the stationary limit. The term zm in 
Hk- 1 ~, sl.multaneously in the numerator and tbe denominator, is not acting. The term Z in v 
ql.ves Hk,m' and in the kernel Nk of (5.6) the arrival densities AJ (m) are alone ~o ac~ 
qiving the ratio [ak-l (m) / ak-l] : part ot the total load in (k - 1) offered in link m. We 
deduce the mean local waiting time at link m (approximately only in the case of regenerative 
arrivals). At link J (J ~ m) we find : [ (J) __ ] __ ' J-' &j(J) _ 

{ 

W =V(J)+QJ,VIaI(J),with:V.(J)= Max O,UJ-~,UJ_' , QJV ... (J)= ~-,UI.M,+.(J), 
J • aJ _. l-I a. 

with: M.+.(J) = ± ~+.(a). [HI+.J (0 · ... 0, ZJ; I(i+ 1 ,a») ] • 
. a-J 1,-0 

(5.14) 

Vs (J) may be called the mean self delay, as usually considered. The symbol Max is necessary 
in case of high upstream overload in (J - 1). The supplementary delay Vi t (J) may be called 
the mean interference delay, not appearing in the «product form»theory. ~his interference is 
e.q. due to exogenous messages arriving at (i + 1), i-I .... (J - !L during the mean waitinq . 
time (Ui' a.iP¥a.L) or more exactly during the mean waiting time Ui' the interference only 
concerning the part of load in (i) whose messages actually reach ll.nk J. The term Mitt (J) 
corresponds to the parasitic effect of exogenous messages qathered downstream of r Ilk i, 
effect due to their service times producing a supplementary waiting time for the endogenous 
~sages. In case of high upstream overload in (J -1), we have Vs (J) - 0 and consequently . 
W = f'j ,Vint (J) means that the local queue is due to the service times ot the exogenous 
me~sages l f J > o)arrived in J during the upstream overloaded queue, or more exactly durinq 
the part of thl.s queue offered to link J. We cannot quess this case with the usual concept of 
local traffic source. 

in case of packet traffic with the same bit rate on all links, the term Hi+1, J i. 
evaluated in the expression (4.8). We deduce: 

MJ(J) = I; fori<J-I: M.+.(J) = Q.+.(J>[I+Q.+2(J)] ... [1+ QJ _.(J)] (5.15) 

This term corresponds to a branching process in the parasitic effect of the service 
times of exogenous messages gathered downstream of link i. A physical explanation ot these 
formulae (5.14) and (5.15) is given in [3], section 9. In this reference we have presented all 
the possible consequences on the local queue due to the occasional upstream overloads 
producing internal batch arrivals. For this kind of consideration we are obliged to put aside 
the classical GI/G/l server model. Finally, it remains to evaluate the delay Uk' 

5.5 study at u& :~dritt»in the busy periods 

The waiting time Uk is defined by theorem 2 and by formulae (10 a) and (12 a) in the 
Annex A. For the stationary limit, its characteristic function is : 
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(5.16) 
[
-1 J zdu ) A U.{z) = Exp -2' log N.(u) ,-( -- • with: N.{u) = I __ t_. 't.(u). R(u)<R(z) 

11"1 -0 Z-U)U At-u 
where )\x is the total arrival density at link k (section 2.3) and V!k (u) is defined Dy 
(5.8) and- (5.9), due to an approximation allowing us to replace regenerative inputs by Poisson 
inputs. The integral is taken over a straight line just to the left of the imaginary axis fro. 
the bottom to the top. We deduce the cumulants of Uk , [4] : 

. I 

1 J du - 1 1 I [ A ]. du C. = (-I)". -2' 10gNt{u>----:-j = (-I)·-' . ~-,. -, _t_. 't.(u) . _ . • 
11"1 -0 u" T.:n 211"1 -0 At~ U un' 

(5a7) 

for n - 1, 2, ••• We recall that Cl and C2 are the mean and the va~iance of Uk , respectively. 
The calculatio~s are not easy due to the singularities of Cf; (u ; 1) and ~j (-u : 1), the 
service time TJ (1) appearing also as an internal interarrivar time. We prefer to consider an 
approximation able to give a simple physical explanation of the phenomenon and a simple rule 
to superpose the traffic streams. • 

First, assume we have a single traffic stream 1. With the notation of section 2.;5, 
expressions (5.8) give : . 

,0.( -u ,I) . tI.(u: I) ., E exp [ -u [r:_,(1)-Z._,(I)]} , with: z.-.(l) = Y .-.(1) + D._.{n - 1 ; I) 
) 

(5.18) 

where Dk- l is given by (5.10) : Yn-1 (1) is the interarrival interval at the first stage 
[between the (n - l)th and the n tn customer] and Zn-l (1) is approximately the internal 
interarrival interval at link k. Due to (5.18), the random waiting time Uk (n) of the n th 
message, corresponding to the characteristic function (5.16) for Uk ( ~ ), can be considered 
to be defined by the following stochastic recurrence relation : 

U.{I) = 0 • U.{n) = Mu [0 • U.{n -I) + T~_I(l) - Z._I(l)] (5.19) 

This relation seems to define a GI/G/l queue whose arrival process is Zn-1 (1). In 
fact it is not right because of the nature of Dk- 1 • From (5.10) we may let: 

V.{n) = U.(n)+5._ I(n; 1) (5.20) 

Vk (n) may be recognized as the access time of the n th message to the k th link (k th service 
excluded), measured from the arrival time at the first stage. The recurrence (5.19) becomes: 

V.(I) = 5.-.(1 ; I) ; V.(n) = Mu [5._ I(n; 1) • V.{n-I)+ '11-1(1)- Y.-I(l)] (5.21) 

In other words Vk (n) is equal to Sk-1 Cn : 1) at the beginning Of a busy period 
(n ~ no) and to the second term in brackets ~nside the busy period (n > no). We deduce the 
follow~ng relation inside the busy period : 

V.(n) = 5.- 1{11o; I) + Q.(n ; I) • with: Q.(n ; I) = .E~: [ T!(l) - Y.(I)] (5.22) 

Ok (n : 1) corresponds to a classical GI/G/1 queue, without any influence of the upstream part 
of the network and defines a GI/G/1 busy period. Sk-l (no; 1), i.e. the upstream access time 
without any waiting time, defines a «drift» of theousy period fluctuating as Qk-~-1no=-1~. 

This «drift» does not appear in the classical «product form» theory al"la-l.n the so
called «network decomposition and aggregation» principle. If we now assume the existence ot 
the different streams (l~) and (1), we can apply the traffic superposition method discussed 
above : see formula (5.9). In fact, Ok (n :1) leads to a waiting time~~, with a 
characteristic function ~k (zk ; x) instead of Uk (zk ; x) as used in (5.11) : 00 (k) is the 
result of the superposit-ion of the various traff~c streams offered to link k with the 
classical GI/G/1 server model, without any upstream influence and consequently using the. 
concept of local traffic source. ~ 

The term Dk- l (no - 1 ; 1) leads to a total variation D~-l for the drift of the busy 
~. Because of"tne great . number of traffic streams offered t ink k and of the resulting 
assumption of mutual independence between the local waiting time and the upstream service 
times (section· 4 .• 2), we may conclude that '§'(;" (k) and ~i'J are practically m~~allY 
independent. Due to the approximation used in ,5.8), the i period related to QC; (k) 
corresponds to an~ponential distribution. The expression (5.18) of Zn-1 (1) corresponas to 
the idle period of'Uk in case of the only traffic stream (1). Due to tne · property of indepen
dence between ~ (k) and~_l we may use the GI/G/l server model and a basic result: the part 
of the idle per~od I (of stream 1) in the mean waiting time is : 

EY!_I(I)+2E( Y._I(I). D._.(n-I : I») +EDf_.(n-1 : I) 
.1 EP 1 EZ!_.(I) 1 (S.23) 
2 El = 2 EZ._.(l) = 2 EY._.(l)+ED._.(n-1 : I) 
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= ! EY!_,(l) + I ED:_,(n-1 ; I) • with: EDt_,(n-1 ; I) = 0 
2 EY._,(l) 2 EY._,(I) 

The first term is a part of Qo (k) : the second term is a part of the supplementary 
waiting time, acting only at the beginning of the busy period. In the GI/G/1 model it is the 
contrary : the impact should be zero at this beginning and positive inside the busy period. We 
have to distribute this impact upon the mean number of messages inside the busy period : 
(1 - ak)-l - 1 - (ak / 1 - ak)' where ak is the total load of link k (see section 2.4). The 
second-~erm of (5.23) becomes : 

I-at I ED:_,(n-1 ; I) = I-at.! }.(I) ED:_,(n-1 ; I) 
at ·2 EY._,(I) at 2 (5.24) 

In case of Poisson exogenous arrivals, the sum concerning the total endogenous stream is : 

- I-at I 
Lt = -- . -2~}.(l) ED:(I)_ I(n - I ; 1) 

&t I 

(5.25) 

where k (1) corresponds to the stream (1), a part of the total endogenous stream.~But we have 
to insert a last factor. Firstly, consider the case k - 2, corresponding to E Dl instead of 
E D~_1. If we divide by (k - 1) the1two members of (5.19) we find an analogous case: the term 
E Dl~DeCO!!! E[Dk~i / k - 1] - (E 2k-!) / (k - 1)2, to evaluate the supplementafY mean waitinq 
time in (Uk / k - ~). To evaluate Uk we finally have to consider the term (E Dk- 1) / (k - 1). 
The expression (5.25) becomes~:~ __ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ________________ ~ 

- I-&t I 1 
Lt = ~. 2 ~(l) k(l)-I ED:(I)-I(n-l ; I) (5.26) 

where [k (1) - 1] corresponds to the number of upstream links crossed by a packet of the 
stream (1), taking account of the expression (5.10) of Dk- 1 • Consequently, in this case of 
Poisson exogenous arrivals, we have the relation : Uk - \r,; (k) +~. For Poisson exogenous 
arrivals (generated locally), this supplementary effect onfy exists~n case of congestion I 

Probability of this event - ak' Moreover, the local generation divides by 2 the influence of 
the drift variations. The influence of the supplementary term becomes (~ak / 2). 

In general case, where any exogenous traffic stream (j) has crossed ek (j) - 1.] 
upstream successive links, we deduce for any endogenous arrival the general relation : 

Ut = Qo(k)+Lt+Mt 
(5.27) 

where ~ is given by (5.26) [influence of endogenous streams] and Mk [influence of exogenous 
streams j] is : 

(5.28) 

Dk- 1 being given by the expression (5.10). Now note that the quantities A(l) and A(j) are 
low due to the great number of traffic streams. It results an exponential distribution for (Lk + Rk), approximately. To summarize we may say that we have: 

- - - - """",.., --Ut = QoCk) + Lt +Mt ; Var (L.,+MJ - (Lt+MtY. (5.29) 

~ 'V "'J """" -... where Qo (k) and (~ + Mk) are approxi~ately mutually independent. Moreover, ~ and Mk beinq 
attachett to the busy period are independent of any priority service discipline. ~e may propose. 
the following simple rule to evaluate Uk (z) instead of (5.16) : 

ROLE 1 - [Approximate expressiop ot Uk-lIll 

[

In case 'ot a great number of regenerative traffic streams offered to link k, we have 1. 

Ut(z ; x) - (/>t(z., ; x). [1 + z(Lt + Mt)] -I (5. 30) 

where the first factor corresponds to the case of no upstream influence, ~ and M~being give 
by (5.26) and (5.28), respectively, and being independent of any priority service discipline. 

Theorem 2 and rule 1 are the key points of this paper. with the resulting expressions 
(5.14) for the mean delays. 
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6. HIGHLY HESHED NETWORKS 

6.1 The local waiting time 

The usual telecommunication networks are highly meshed. It results some great 
simplifications. Firstly we have, in (5.10) : a ~ , k (1) ~ o. These expressions become: 

. SIt_I(O; 1) = ~T:(l); 01t_1(0-1; I) = ~[T:(I)-T:_I(l)] (6.~) 
_-I rl 

In the theorem 2 and in the expressions <5.14) we have [ai (J) / ai]~ o. Finally, 
for the local waiting time in the stationary regime, we have: 

Eexp(-zWt)-Ut(z) J (6.2) 

taking account of the notation (5.12). Moreover, the endogenous traffic intensity is low. The 
expression (5.26) becomes: A. (1) ~ 0, ~ z o. Due to the rule 1, we may formulate a simple 
second rule. 

RULE 2 - [Case of highly meshed networks1 

In the stationary regime and for any priority service discipline, we have for the 
local endogenous waiting time at link k : 

{ 

E exp (-zWJ - CPt(z). [I +ZMJ-I 

with :MIt = (1-aJ~~A(j)k(j;_1 EO~Ol_I(o-l ;j), 0t_l(o-1 ,j) = ~[T:(j)-T:_I(j)] (6.3) 

--I 
where 41k (z) corresponds to the local waiting time in case of no upstream influence and 
regenerative arrivals. 

6.2 Jackson's model 
For nand j fixed and ..; variable, )) 

the Tn (j) are mutually independent. We deduce : 
I_I [ ]1 

EO:o)-l(o-1 ; j) = bE T:(j)-T:_I(j) 
_-I 

_ I I to)-1 [ ]1 
MIt = (1-aJ4~(j)k(j)_I' ~E T:(j)-T:_I(j) (6.4) 

Hk is bounded and it is the same for the influence of the drift variations. 
6.3 Packet switching 

For the same bit rate in the successive links we have : T~ (j) - Tn (j), and 

E~o)-l(o-l; j) = [k(j)-l r . E [Ta(j)- Ta-I(j)f ' MIt = (1- aJ ~ ~A(j) [k(j)-I] . E [Ta(j)- Ta-I(j)f 
(6.5) 

For j fixed (the same stream) if Tn (j) is independent of Tn- l (j), we have: 

E[Ta(j)-Ta-l(j)f = 2 Var T(j) (6.6) 

Mk increases with the number of upstream links crossed. It is the same for the local 
waiting t1me along the communication path : queue lengths increase with the distance covered 
which is in contradiction with the usual product form theory. 

The phenomenon may be attenuated if the Tn (j) have extremal values for fixed j : 

T'(j) = Max T,,(j), T'(j) = Min Tn(j) (6.7) 

From (5.19) we may deduce that busy periods in k are in general initiated by long 
packets whose mean sojourn time up to and including link k is 

11(j) = VI + k(j) . T'(j) 
The mean sojourn time of a very short packet of the same busy period is 

Iz(j) = (U1+ ... +VtOl)+k(j)T'(j) < 11(j) 
From this we deduce the non-attenuation constraint : 

Vz+ ••• +UItO) < k(j)[t'(j)-T'(j)] 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

This constraint is satisfied, in particular, if at each link, for arbitrary k (j) and 
j, we have: 

(6.11) 

This condition is usually satisfied : dimensioning rules are such that the mean local 
waiting time of average packets or bursts are much less than the longest seRding times. Not. 
that this is the case in an ATM based B-ISDN at burst level where Var T (j) > o. It is no 
longer right at cell level, however, where T' <j) - T" <j) ... T, Var T <j) - o. The local 
waiting time is then just Qp'" (k), without any upstream influence, to which we must add the 
access delay of the first cel~ of the burst. 
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We introduce the parameter 

8 _ mean internal idle period 
r mean external idle period 

Influence of bursts 

(6.12) 

The essential point is [5] that, for , ~ 0.1, the system behaves as if there were no 
separation between the packets of a burst (frequently the case) : a burst is then equivalent 
to a (large) variable length packet. 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESOLT 

Figure 2 shows a tandem queue with first in-first out service discipline, where each 
successive link k has the same total load (a) including a load (Pa) from the endogenous stream 
Al which continues to the end of the path (m - 100 nodes) and a load [( 1 - P) a J from the 
exogenous stream Ak which leaves the considered path immediately after link k. 

Figure 2 - Simulated network 

In this case of Poisson arriva1B, formulae (5.26) and (5.27), with Hk - 0, give 
-- I a I-a 
Ut = 21 - a (l+c2)+-a-(Pac2)(k-l) (7.1) 

all packets of the different streams having the same distribution ~- 1, C2 - Var T. 

Finally, formulae (5.14) and (5.15) give: 

Wt(A.) = U7"- [I-(I-p)a]. P. Ut -. (7.2) 

Table 1 shows the (excellent) comparative results for Wk (Al ) and Oi[Wk (Al )] obtained 
by calculation and by simUlation for k - 30 and a total load a = 0.7. We cons~der exponential 
(C2 - 1) and hyperexponential (C2 - 2) distributions and several values of P (~ 50 ') limited 
in ~iew of our assumed independence of waiting times: see section 4.2. 

Exponential : ~rexponential 
C2-1, w1 (Al )-2.33, o-[Wl (A1 ) ]-3,1 C2-2, ~'l(Al =3.50, o-[W1 (A1)-5.0 

P 10 , 25 , 50 , 50 , 

W30 er W30 cr W30 0- W30 er 
calculation 3.1 3.2 4.0 3.5 4.6 3.9 8.3 7.0 

simUlation 3.4 3.8 4.0 3.8 4.5 4.2 9.5 8.2 

Table 1 - Values of W12~.1) and q= [W12~.1"")",,,,1""...Af~o~r....:....:;:a~-...:;:Oo:..o:.7""...AT""";;-....IIro1 

8. CONCLOSION 

The fact that the tra'ffic offered to a link (or server) within a network is not 
sufficiently well defined by the local arrival epochs but also needs the specification of 
these epochs with respect to the upstream busy periods leads to the followinq two important 
consequences : 

- downstream local waiting times can depend on upstream overloads ; 
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- to the classical GI/G/1 local queue we have to add some supplementary waiting times 
due to «drifts» in the busy periods, increasing with the number of successive upstream links 
crossed by the packets (a customers). 

These properties could ~ot be deduced from the so-called «network decomposition and 
aggregation» principle of networks. 

To determine the level of load in large packet networks [e.g. B-ISDH (ATM) + MANs] it 
appears a necessary compromise between the influence (on the local queue) of upstream 
overloads (at high load) and the influence of «drifts» in the busy periods (at lower load). 

Annex A 
Proof of Theorem 1 

1), with the preceding expressions (2.4), we gave in [2], formula (16), the following 
recurrence relation valid in the case of regenerative endogenous and Poisson exogenous traffic 

stre{ams, for variab[le s(erv~ce ti)me)s : ( 1 ~ [ 1 1 ]) 

t/>n(z .... z...) = E exp - ~ ~ . w~ = I1~_1 ----: --+ dUt • 

. -. 2:~ ~:.) .::;u. ~:.~~.~:U:~.;_:~:.::·u~~. (la) 

with: vm+1 = 0; 0< R(um) < •.. < R(u l ); R(ut)<R(Zt), k= 1 ... m. 
The functions HI m and vf + 1 are respectively defined by (4.6) and (4.9). ~ (- u1) is for 

(any arbitrary in~erarriva time distibution. Due to the great number of tr.af~ic streams, inl 
o (la) we suppose that Wn~L is practically independent of Trf-l (10) and T';-l (10), j - 1. •• 

(k-1), k - 2 ••• m. It follows that we may separate the funct~ons HI m and ~n-1 in the 
integrand (la). ' 

Multiply both sides of (la) by xn and add the equations for n - 1,2 Moreover, 
since ~m (zl ••• zm ; x) is holomorhic for R (zi) > 0, i = 1 ••• m, we have the following 
relation, deduced from (la) by replacing the funct~ons ro and HI m by 1 : 

t/>m(ZI ••• zm ; x) = (I1~_. ~ r ... dUt ) • t/>m(u •.•. um ; x). ' 
211'1 J+ o 

From (la) we deduce the system integral equation, for /X/<l : 

(I1~_1 ~ r .,. dUt) . Nm(u1 ... um ; x) . t/>m(u •... um ; x) = 1 , 
211'1 J+o 

(2a) 

where Hm is defined by (4.9) and (4.10). Using the same product and the same integration 
domain as in (la), we want to prove that the solution of (2a) has the following expression, 

for /xJ<1 : ( ) 
t/>",(z • ••• z... .; x) = Exp - (I1~_1 2~i to ... dUt) • log Nm(u •.•. um ; x) , t/>",(O ••• 0; x) = (l-X)-I (la) 

This expression is holomorphic for R (zi) > 0, i-I ••• m. In the sequel, we will see 
that the singularities of Hm (uI •.• ~ ; x) for R (Uj) > 0 (j - 1 ••• m) have no effect upon 
the integral (3a). In that cond~tion, ~n the plane uk r R (uk) > OJ we only have two poles in 
the integrand : uk - zk and uk - ak (uk _ 1 ; uk + 1 ••• ~), the unique root in uk (R (Uk»~ 

of the equation vk (U~ ; uk + 1 ••• ~) - uk _ i as we may deduce from Rouche's theorem. Wa 
will see in what condition we nave to consider the poles u1 - P1'~ Ofro ( - u1). 

By successive integration in u1 ' u2 ••• we consider the sequence of poles: u1 - P1'~' 
u1 - a1 (i - 2 ••• k), Uj - Zj (j - k + 1, ••• , m). It corresponds to the elementary term 

(~t_l_l ) [(_1 +~) _ ( 1 +~)] . (I1r. t + I -
1 ) (4a) 

-I ut-Vt+.· Zt-Ut Ut Vk+I(Zk+ ••.. z...)-ut Ut zJ-u 

of the product in (la) with R (uk) > R (vk + 1" R (uk) > R (zk). 
It leads to the function : 

(Sa) 

where Vk is defined by (4.12). For ul ••• Um (I uk) qiven, a singularity of loq Nm corresponds 
to a root uk -~Kof Hm - O. If we integrate-by pare, (4.11) and (4.12) give for tne residue: 

1 ~ Ut ' 1 at at - Zt -----: 10g--. d log Nm( ••• Ut ••• ) = og--, Vt(Zt ••• ) ..... -- • (6a) 
211'1 +0 Uk-Zt at-zt at 

If u1 (t uk) tends to a singularity of Hm' that is of HI 'l'Q. ' we deduce necessarily : 
~k (oC'k I 10> -+ 0, Iclk/~oo , Vk ~ 1. Consequently, the singluar1ties of Nm, for R (u1) > 0 
(j - r ... m), does not affect the integrand 'of Vk • Moreover, if in (4a) we want to collsider 
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the pole uk e zk it means that we eliminate the second term between brackets in (4a). The pole 
uk + 1 - ak + 1 cannot exist. We are obliged to consider the successive poles ul - Zj (j ~ k), 
and only tne expressions (4a) exist for k - 1 ••• m. For k - 0, we cannot elim nate the poles 
of <f 0 (- "'1)' because in the integrand we only find the terme [dU1 / (zl - u1)]. We get : 

1 , (3. a (7 ) Vo(z •••• z", ; x) = . n --' - a 
Nm(z ••.• z", ; x) .. (3. ,,-z. 

From (Sa) and (7a), the expression (3a) may be ,written : 

, • _ (,._. Vk(Zk ; Zk+1 ••. z", ; x) ) ) 
IPm(z •... z", ; x) = VO (ZI ..• z", ; x). Jm(ZI •.. z", ; x), J .. (ZI ••• z., , x) - 1T • V .. (z,.; x 

k-I Vk (Vk+ I(Zt+ I ; Z.+l .•• z",) ; Zk+1 ~ .. z",; x) (8a) 

(8a) generalizes (3.2) and is equivalent to (4.13). Note that the set (zk+1 ••• zm) in the 
numerator and in the denominator of , (Sa) appears in the kernel Nk of (4.11) and cannot give 
any singularities due to the precedlng remark about (6a). We deduce that J m (zl ••• z)I ; x) 

and the product Nm(z, ••• z", ; x) . IPm(ZI .•• z", ; x) 

are holomorphic for R (zi) < J , i - 1 ••• )I, where d is a small positive real number. If wa 
integrate in the success~ve planes ~ , Um _ 1 ••• , we find that the integral equation (2a) 
is satisfied. Furthermore the solution is unique since it can be constructed in a unique way 
using recurrence relation (la) and starting from 410 (zl.. ••• zlI\) - 1. We have thus proved 
theorem 1 and we have given the equivalent expressions (3a) and (8a). 

2) If we refer to the expression (4.9) we deduce that the sequence 
(9a) 

gives in the 

Zk = Vhl(Zk+; ; Zt+l ••• z,J = Zk(z...); for k = m-I, m-2, ... , 1 , 

expression (8a). taking account of (7a): 

Um(z., ; x) = IP .. [ ZI(z...) " Zz(z...) ••• z", ; x] = Vo [ZI(z",) , Zl(z",) ••. z", ; x] • V m (z", ; x) 

( 
- I ) [ ] z",dum) :: Exp -, log N,. UI(U..) , U1(U..) ••• u .. ; x . ( _ ) 
211"1 +0 z", Um Um 

(lOa) 

where R (~) < R (zm) and the poles of Ware now included in the integral. ~ [-U1 ; 101 
is arbitrary such as ICY 0 (00)1 ~ 0, valid ~n the case of batch arrivals ' : /wo(oof, > o. These 
expressions (lOa) are a generalization of (3.2) for the GI/G/1 server : Vo ana Vm corresponds 
to A (z ; x) and J (z ; x), respectively. If we note the relation 

Vk(Zk; Zt+1 ••• z.,; x) = Vk[Zk; xHk,m(O, Zk+1 ,., z",; 10)1 
(lOa) leads to the following relation : 

(lla) 

U ( ) V [ () ('" \ • Y] V (z • y) , with : y = xHk, .. (0 , Zh I •. , z", ; lJ k Zt ; Y = 0 ZI Zt ,Zz "k), ••• , Zt , • k k' , (12a) 

(7a), (9a) and the relation zl (vk (Zk)] ~ zl (zk) leads to : 

V, [z, (v.(zJ) • z, (v.(z,,» •... v.(z,,>; xH._,~ (0. z" ; .. z..; 1,)]= v,[ z,(z,,>. z,(z,,> •...• z.; xH.~ (0. z"., .. , z..; 1,)] 
Consequently, due to (12a), the equivalent expressions (4.13), (3a) and (8a) are also 

(13a) 

equivalent to : [] 
, U k Zt;xHk,m(O,zk+,···z",;lo) 

IP .. (ZI ..• z", ; x) = U I [ZI ; xH
" 
.. (0, Zz ••• z", ; 10)] In'-l-----------------

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

[4] 

[5] 

(14a) 

Ut_I [Vk(Zt; Zt+1 ••• z",); xHt_"m(O, Zk ••. z",; lJ] 
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